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Abstract-Fault tolerance in cloud computing is a grand 

challenge problem now a days. The main fault tolerance issues 

in cloud computing are detection and recovery. To combat 

with these problems, many fault tolerance techniques have 

been designed to reduce the faults. In this paper, we have 

proposed a Virtualization and Fault Tolerance (VFT) 

technique to reduce the service time and to increase the system 

availability. A Cloud Manager (CM) module and a Decision 

Maker (DM) are used in our scheme to manage the 

virtualization, load balancing and to handle the faults. In the 

first step virtualization and load balancing are done and in the 

second step fault tolerance is achieved by redundancy, 

checkpointing and fault handler. VFT is mainly designed to 

provide reactive fault tolerance. In our proposed approach a 

fault handler is included in the virtualization part. Fault 

handler blocks the unrecoverable faulty nodes along with their 

virtual nodes for future requests and removes the temporary 

software faults from the recoverable faulty nodes and makes 

them available for the future requests.  

Keywords- fault tolerance; cloud virtualization; hypervisor; 

cloud computing; load balancing. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fault tolerance [4] is an approach where a system continues 

to success even if there is a fault. Although there are number 

of fault tolerant models or techniques [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], 

[9], [11] are available but still fault tolerance in cloud 

computing [2], [3] is a challenging task. Because of the very 

large infrastructure of cloud and the increasing demand of 

services an effective fault tolerant technique for cloud 

computing is required. In our proposed model fault 

tolerance is integrated with the cloud virtualization [2], [22], 

[23].Our fault tolerance is a kind of reactive fault tolerance 

[9] approach. The basic mechanism to achieve the fault 

tolerance is replication or redundancy. We have performed 

this replication in form of software variants running on 

multiple virtual machines. We have presented a 

virtualization approach with the help of hypervisor [2] 

where the load balancer takes high responsibility by 

distributing loads only to those virtual nodes whose 

corresponding physical servers have a good performance 

history. To measure the performance history of a physical 

server we have used success rate. If n1=number of times a 

physical server gives successful results and n2=total number 

of times requests sent to that server, then the Success Rate 

SR =n1/n2, where n1<=n2. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A lot of work has been done in the area of fault tolerance for 

cloud computing. But due to its virtualization and internet 

based service providing behaviour fault tolerance in cloud 

computing is still a big challenge. Many researchers have 

given various fault tolerance techniques and strategies in 

[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [20] , [21], [24] 

and in [25]. Dilbag Singh and Jaswinder Singh in [4] have 

given failover strategies for cloud computing using 

integrated checkpointing algorithms. Sheheryar Malik and 

Fabrice Huet in [10] have given an approach for adaptive 

fault tolerance in real time cloud computing. Our proposed 

model not only tolerate faults but also reduce the chance of 

future faults by not assigning tasks to virtual nodes of 

physical servers whose success rates are very low. 

III. PRELIMIANRIES 

This research work focus on providing high availability in 

cloud environment by using a virtualization and fault 

tolerance approach for cloud data centres. Main emphasis is 

to use the methods which achieve high availability and fault 

tolerant system by integrating virtualization [2], [22], [23] 

and fault handling technique. This paper presents an 

approach to provide   high availability to the requests of 

cloud’s clients. To achieve this, a virtualization scheme with 

reactive fault tolerance for cloud computing is proposed in 
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this paper. According to our scheme set of virtual nodes are 

created from the resources of a physical server according to 

demand and the hypervisor can keep the records of which 

virtual node is created from which server. Hypervisor also 

keeps record when load balancer assigns a task to a virtual 

node of a particular server in order to measure success rate 

of the physical server. 

IV. PROPOSED VFT MODEL 

A. Description 

The Virtualization and Fault Tolerance (VFT) model is 

proposed here which provides the reactive fault tolerance on 

cloud infrastructure. This scheme tolerates the faults on the 

basis of Success Rate (SR) (0<SR<=1) of each virtual 

node’s physical server. A virtual node is selected for 

computation on the basis of SR of its corresponding 

physical server and can be removed, if the selected node’s 

physical server does not perform well. Our model consists 

of two main modules Cloud Manager (CM) module and 

Decision Maker (DM) module .The model is shown in 

figure 1.  

B. Working of the Proposed VFT Model 

In our proposed scenario a client submits a task to the Cloud 

Service Provider (CSP).The CSP then submits it to the 

Cloud Manager (CM). 

Cloud Manager (CM) is included in the cloud architecture. 

It performs the virtualization with the help of Hypervisor. 

Hypervisor is a low level program which creates a virtual 

environment and provides system resource access to virtual 

machines. When virtual nodes are created from the available 

resources of the physical servers (System Hardware) then 

Hypervisor maintains a record of which virtual node 

belongs to which physical node. Resources of a single 

physical server can be used to create set of virtual nodes. A 

Performance Record (PR) table is maintained containing the 

server’s ids, virtual nodes ids and Success Rate (SR) to 

identify the virtual nodes and to keep record of the number 

of times tasks are assigned to the virtual nodes of a 

particular server and gets successful result from those 

virtual nodes of the corresponding physical server. Here the 

SR is the success rate of a physical node whose resources 

are used for virtualization. The PR table is also available to 

the Load Balancer. 

 Load Balancer distributes the loads based on the 

Performance Record (PR) of the physical systems that are 

used for virtualization .Load Balancer assigns tasks to the 

virtual nodes with the help of load balancing algorithms[26], 

[27], [28]. The Load Balancer always assigns the tasks to 

those virtual nodes whose corresponding physical servers 

are having good SR. 

Fault Handler takes the responsibility when a virtual node is 

found faulty due to some recoverable temporary software 

faults in the CM or due to some  transient faults occurred in 

the remote physical server of the corresponding virtual node 

.The PR table gets updated .If there is no virtual node 

executing under that physical server then Fault Handler 

immediately restart the remote server and informs the Load 

balancer not to assign any task to the  virtual nodes of the 

corresponding server .The Fault Handler may apply some 

transient fault detection and recovery technique[4],[5].If the 

fault handling is done successfully then the virtual node or 

virtual nodes of that physical server  are made available for 

future request. 

Results that are executed by the virtual nodes are submitted 

to the Decision Maker (DM) module. 

Decision Maker (DM) is also included in the cloud 

architecture like CM. Status Checker (SC) in DM checks the 

status of each virtual node. If status is success then Task 

Deadline is checked by TDC sub module in DM. If both 

Status Checking and Task Deadline checking (TDC) is 

success then SR of the corresponding node is increased and 

it goes for Final Decision Making (FDM) sub module. If 

either SC or TDC is fail then the corresponding virtual 

machine is not sent to the FDM sub module. If the SC is fail 

then the node is sent to the Fault Handler for fault detection 

and recovery. If SC is success but the task is not completed 

within the time limit then also the node is not considered for 

final decision making and SR in the PR table is decreased 

for that node. FDM sub module contains all the virtual 

nodes that successfully executed the SC and TDC modules. 

FDM then selects a node with the highest SR value and 

makes a checkpoint [13], [14], [15], [16], [29]. If more than 

one node is having same SR value then selects any one 

randomly. If all nodes are failed then backward recovery is 

performed with the help of the last successful checkpoint.   

C. Fault Tolerance Technique 

In our proposed VFT model we apply SR computation 

algorithm for each node (virtual machine) one by one. 

Initially SR of a node is set to 0.5. This algorithm takes 

input of two factors, PR table (SR, n1, n2, vm_id,server_id) 

and maxSuccessRate. maxSuccessRate is the maximum SR 

level. Node SR cannot be more than this level. In our                   
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Figure 1: Proposed VFT Model 

proposed scheme maxSuccessRate is 1. It is really important                                      

in a situation , where an initially produces correct results in 

consecutive cycles, but then fails again and again. In our 

proposed scheme the SR value cannot be zero because Load 

Balancer will not assign any task to a virtual node whose 

corresponding server node’s SR is less than equal to zero. 

 

_______________________________________________ 

Success Rate Computation Algorithm: 

________________________________________________ 

1. Initially success rate =0.5, n1=1, n2=2 

2. n1 is the number of times the virtual node of a particular 

physical server gives successful results 

3. n2 is the number of times the Load Balancer of the cloud 

manager(CM) assigns tasks to a particular server’s virtual 

node  

4. Input   maxSuccessRate=1 

5. Status of a node is Success if SC and TDC module for that 

node is success 

6. Status of a node is Fail if SC or TDC or both module for 

that node is fail 

7. if (nodeStatus = =Success) /*SC and TDC success */ 

{ 
                                  n1=n1+1 

                                  n2=n2+1 

                                  SuccessRate = n1/n2 

                                  Update PR table 

 } 

      else  

            { 

 

             if( nodeStatus = =Fail ) /* SC or TDC or both fail */   

{ 

n2=n2+1 

SuccessRate= n1/n2 

Update PR table 

 } 

} 

8. if (SuccessRate >= maxSuccessRate)  

{ 

                             SuccessRate = maxSuccessRate 

} 

9. if(SuccessRate<=0) 

 { 

                              Reject the node and inform the Cloud  

                             Manager to add a new node                                       

 } 

 ______________________________________________      

Decision Technique Algorithm: 

 ______________________________________________ 

1. Initially SuccessRate=0.5 

2. Input from TDC: node_SuccessRate, n=no.of 

nodes with SC and TDC success 

3. Input  maxSuccessRate   

4. if(n= =0) 

{ 
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     Status = fail 

     Perform backward recovery with the last  

     successful checkpoint 

} 

5. else 

{ 

     Status =Success 

     bestSuccessRate = find SuccessRate of node     

     with highest SuccessRate                                                                                     

     Select the node with bestSuccessRate and send 

     the result to CSP 

     Make checkpoint 

} 

D. Success Rate Analysis 

 Here we have given a metric analysis to analyse the success 

rate for different scenarios of four virtual nodes. We have 

taken 100 computing cycles. In the beginning we have 

assumed that success rate is 0.5. In figure 2, figure 3, figure 

4 and figure 5, a comparison analysis is given between 

success and failure scenarios. This comparison is done for 

100 computing cycles. In these cycles vm1 continuously 

succeeded, vm2 continuously failed, vm3 succeeded for first 

50 cycles and then failed for remaining 50 cycles and vm4 

failed for first 50 cycles and then succeeded for remaining 

50 cycles.  The increase in success rate after 100 cycles for 

vm1 is 0.8545, whereas decrease in success rate for vm2 is 

0.0545, and  increase in success rate for vm3 and vm4 is 

0.4.We have assumed that each virtual node belongs to a 

different physical server. Here we can see that increase in 

success rate is more than decrease. Hence we can achieve a 

good performance of the algorithm.   

V. SIMULATION RESULT 

We have done the simulation in Cloudsim 2.0 [1], [18], [19] 

with NetBeans IDE 6.7.1. In this simulation we have created 

three virtual nodes. Every virtual node executes the same 

task at a time. The algorithm has 10 computing cycles. The 

algorithms consist of a series of tasks. Each of these tasks is 

performed in one computing cycle. Each virtual node may 

run diverse algorithm. Then we have DM module which is 

receiving the results from the virtual machines to be 

processed. This DM is integrated with the CM at the Cloud 

Service Provider (CSP) [1] site. If a node fails then the 

system will continued to be executed using the remaining 

nodes. The system continues its execution until all nodes are 

 

Figure 2: Continuous increase in success rate (SR) 

 

Figure 3: Pass to fail shifting 

 

Figure 4: Continuous decrease in success rate (SR) 

 
Figure 5:  Fail to pass shifting 
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                                                              Table1: Simulation   Result       

                    

           Here on the above table “1” denotes success and “0” denotes fail in SC and TDC column

 

                              

failed. After a successful computing cycle a node is selected 

and a checkpoint is made by the FDM to keep the status of 

the system for future recovery. Here we have assumed that 

the following information of the selected virtual nodes is 

available to us: PR table i.e. value of n1, n2, SR, virtual 

node id and corresponding server id. Initially n1=1 and 

n2=2 i.e. SR=0.5 is considered for every node. Tasks 

deadlines are also given as input. The simulated results are 

shown on Table 1 and from those results success rate 

analysis of node1, node2 and node3 is shown on Figure 7, 

Figure 6, and Figure 8 respectively. 

Evaluation  

In the first cycle, all nodes have the same success rate, so 

any one can be selected. We have selected node 1.In cycle 2 

node 2 is selected. In most of the remaining cycles node 1 is 

selected as its SR is increases continuously. In cycle 9 

virtual node2 did not pass SC and so TDC also failed and 

node 1 is selected as it has the highest SR. If SC is ‘fail’ 

then TDC must be ‘fail’ .E.g. cycle 9. But if SC passes then 

TDC may pass or may not. In case of either SC and TDC 

failure or only SC failure an error message is sent to the 

fault handler of the CM module and to the TDC sub module. 

The error handler then tries to repair the fault. TDC received 

it before time limit. But as there is no result produced, so the 

status of TDC is also ‘fail’. From Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 

8 we see that increase in SR is more than decrease. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposes a smart failover strategy for cloud 

computing using success rate of the computing nodes and 

virtualization which include the support of load balancing  

 

Figure 7: Virtual node 1 

 

Figure 6: Virtual node 2 

 

Figure 8: Virtual node3

Cycle Task 

Deadline 

Virtual Node 1 Virtual Node 2 Virtual Node 3 Selected 

Node 

SC TDC Finish 
Time 

SR SC TDC Finish 
Time 

SR SC TDC Finish 
Time 

SR 

Start - -    - 0.5 - - - 0.5 -  - 0.5 - 

1 1700 1 1 1600.0 0.667 1 1 1601.6 0.667 1 1 1610 0.667 1 

2 1602 1 1 1600.4 0.75 1 1 1602.0 0.75 1 0 1610.4 0.5 2 

3 1601 1 1 1600.8 0.8 1 0 1602.4 0.6 1 0 1610.8 0.4 1 

4 1605 1 1 1601.2 0.833 1 1 1602.8 0.667 1 0 1611.2 0.333 1 

5 1600 1 0 1602.4 0.714 1 0 1603.2 0.571 1 0 1611.6 0.286 - 

6 1900 1 1 1602.0 0.75 1 1 1603.6 0.625 1 1 1612.0 0.375 1 

7 1700 1 1 1602.4 0.778 1 1 1604.0 0.667 1 1 1612.4 0.444 1 

8 2100 1 1 1603.6 0.8 1 1 1604.4 0.7 1 1 1612.8 0.5 1 

9 1700 1 1 1603.2 0.818 0 0 - 0.636 1 1 1613.2 0.545 1 

10 2000 1 1 1603.6 0.833 1 1 1605.2 0.666 1 1 1613.6 0.583 1 
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algorithms and fault handler. A quantitative analysis is 

given in section V. Performance comparison of existing 

methods has been made with the purposed method. It has 

been concluded with the help of performance metric’s 

comparison and success rate analysis from simulated results 

that the proposed fault tolerant strategy gives a very good 

performance. In our future work we will work on the Fault 

Handler and Load Balancer sub modules of CM module in 

order to make the model more fault tolerant.  
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